53 countries over 30,000 deployments
in command of over 1 million cameras ...
ISS is a global leader in video management.

www.isscctv.com
SecurOS is the nucleus of a complete surveillance and security management topologies. SecurOS can manage and monitor an unlimited number of cameras and devices, apply intelligent search and control capabilities, and integrate a variety of disparate systems into a centralized command and control interface. The SecurOS platform is suited to large mission critical networks that involve hundreds or thousands of cameras, sensors, and control systems unified into one network.

**ADDITIVE / MODULAR ARCHITECTURE**

 Scalable systems can be scaled up or down as needed. Systems can be added or removed as needed.

**UNIFICATION**

 Security networks of unlimited scope - video or telemetry can be locally or centrally monitored and administered.

**IMAGE ANALYTICS**

 License Plate Recognition, Face Recognition, Container Recognition, Object Tracking / Unattended Object Detection, Biometric Detection, People Counting, etc.

**INTEROPERABILITY**

 Open architecture - integrate third party systems and devices into one common monitoring/intelligence platform.

**EVENT / SCENARIO MANAGEMENT**

 Program complex reactions to complex events to intelligently and dynamically react to real world events.

**BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE**

 Advanced analysis and integration of surveillance platform with business process systems allow for proactive action.

**EXTENSIBILITY / CUSTOMIZATION**

 From multi-layer maps, custom user-based screens and permissions, to custom forms and GUI, SecurOS allows for complete customization based on user need.

**VIDEO MANAGEMENT**

 • Multiple Camera Search
 • Search by motion, event, time, or optionally, face(s) and/or number plate captured.
 • Search by motion, event, time, or optionally, face(s) and/or number plate captured.
 • Visual timeline of recorded events on all channels
 • Exportable event logs
 • Integration Development Kit (IDK) available

**DEVICE MANAGEMENT**

 • Audio integration & synchronization
 • Inventory & Asset management
 • Intelligent and powerful search engine
 • Unlimited Operators / Admins with Multiple Permission Sets
 • Central Station Capability

**SYSTEM EXTENSIBILITY**

 • Scalable architecture for "on demand" upgrades
 • Macro reaction programming
 • Variable rule(s) based reaction engine
 • Scripting - program complex events, reactions and scenarios

**EVENT / REACTION MANAGEMENT**

 • Automatic reaction to recognized events and object movement
 • Advanced toolset for remote or automated system that is scalable for future needs, and has an unlimited network capability, and the ability to integrate a wide variety of ISC and third party devices. SecurOS can be taught. It can be trained to react as you want it to, respond based on your criteria, and do so automatically. SecurOS can be taught to recognize what to look for, what to ignore, and even how sensitive it should be.

**COMPREHENSIVE VIDEO ANALYTICS SUITE**

 • Face Recognition
 • License Plate Recognition
 • Container Recognition
 • Camera-Camera Correlation
 • Biometric Detection
 • Video Analytics Library
 • Intelligent and Object Detection
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